
European Solidarity Corps Volunteering

About us
ZERAP Germany has the aim to promote a zero emission economy and supports villages and
communities  in  identifying  sustainable  economic  opportunities  to  create  democratic,  inspiring
perspectives  for  a  balanced  future.  We  work  with  schools  and  kindergarten  groups  (focus:
sustainable  agriculture  and  food  systems)  on  the  one  hand,  and  with  villages  and  groups  of
committed citizens in implementing their  projects on the other.  We have developed a platform
where people who want to get things moving find videos and tutoring for all possible situations that
typically happen during the course of a project from beginning to finish – supported by the federal
ministry of family/youth/elderly (BMFSFJ) as well as the federal ministry for the environment (BMU)
(refer to www.doerfer-im-aufbruch.de). Our target group are people who want to make a difference
and change things for the better – in other words: everybody!

Our location / where you are hosted
Our office in Steinhöfel is situated on a historical farm. We have rooms for volunteers to stay in,
with daily shuttles from and to the train station in Fürstenwalde (10 minute drive) from where Berlin
and our locations there are an easy 45 minutes away. 
The rooms are part of the private home of our chairman and his wife, who look forward to welcom-
ing young guests. The farm also hosts travellers (in separate holiday apartments), and the office
space there is frequented not just by team members of ZERAP, but also freelancers looking for a
rural and quiet work space, so there is always plenty of "life" happening. 

The surroundings are absolutely beautiful, with Steinhöfel castle just 350m down the road, a lake
for swimming in 7km distance (easily accessible by bike) but also the proximity to Berlin for all
those seeking cultural and “big city” offerings.* Within Berlin, public transport makes it easy to get
anywhere and most team members come by train, subway or use the bike.

Who we’re looking for
We are looking for open-minded young people with one of these strengths and/or interests:

 research and information gathering, not just online but by talking to people, and summariz-
ing that information into succinct texts

 sustainable farming practices, working both with animals as well as plants
 providing "education" to children but also adults – both personally, as well as through texts,

podcasts, or whatever other medium you like to present. A certain level of technological af-
finity would be helpful.

If you don't speak German (yet), sound English is a prerequisite to ensure we can work together
seamlessly.

In 2020/2021 we are hosting three volunteers in different areas/subprojects. The projects start a
few months apart, please make sure this fits your own travel / volunteering plans.
Please read through the following descriptions carefully, we want you to know what to expect – and
do let us know if you have any questions! Email us any time at esc@zerap-germany.de .

* Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we expect volunteers to adhere to the national rules at each current point
in time, such as social distancing and wearing protective mouth-nose covers in public transport, stores and
restaurants. Excessive partying endangers your co-workers and host family. Please act responsibly!
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Project 1: Sustainable agriculture

We  are  always  experimenting  and  researching  around  the  area  of  sustainable  agricultural
practices and self-sufficiency – often rediscovering old knowledge which was forgotten over time.
Carbonisation of soils, permaculture, grey-water irrigation, edible forest gardens and many more
are areas we are investigating. In Steinhöfel, we have begun creating a showcase area for many of
our findings, which will grow and expand over time. We hope to develop online seminars and work-
shops, inviting participants to join us on our journey of discovery towards a carbon-neutral future.
This sub-project is very much hands on, but potentially also has a strong educational aspect, de-
pending on the personality of the volunteer.

Starting in August or September, we are preparing the grounds for planting and bringing in more
trees for our emerging edible forest garden and a mandala plot with hugelkultur – and building a
permaculture forest greenhouse. To be able to host visitors again in future, we are also building
separation toilets and installing a grey water system which recycles the grey water from the farm. A
rainwater catchment will also be installed.

We are also integrating rare breeds of chickens into our farming system, so both animal care as
well as researching/proving benefits of dual-purpose breeds are part of the tasks. 

In parallel, the plants being inserted into the permaculture area need informative labels / plates,
and we also hope to document as much of our progress as possible. If time allows, we hope to
conceptualise online seminars and workshops. This means some desk / computer and internet
work in our small co-working space on the farm.

This project is fairly experimental and project driven, requiring support in implementing and advan-
cing our research and showcase areas. Volunteers can apply their skills as best fitting the different
tasks.  We  hope  to  make  innovative  practices  more  accessible  to  a  broad  audience,  thereby
spreading knowledge on sustainable agriculture and housing.

Location: Steinhöfel (where you are also living)
Time frame: Aug/Sept 2020 – July/Aug 2021
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Project 2: Village transition platform / strengthening Democracy

We hope to expand the database of  "inspiring best  practice examples"  used at  doerfer-imauf-
bruch.de to examples from numerous other countries. Also, our MOOC, currently only available in
German, could reach many more people if it had English subtitles; and the tool box we just recently
finalised which guides people to videos of project moderation and problem solving tools will be ex-
panded continuously and could also be subtitled. The entire initiative (Dörfer im Aufbruch) aims to
empower  people  to  take  charge  of  their  lives  and  shaping  the  future  of  their  villages  and
neighbourhoods. When people feel more in charge and less helpless, it creates a great resilience
towards nationalist / radical movements. Making the diversity of creative human solutions visible
and tangible sparks hope. As such, we have received grants from democratization funds. 

This project can use support mostly in research and translation work, but also in networking with
inspiring actors and bringing people together. The project addresses a societal need to empower
people especially in rural settings, thereby strengthening our democracy and supporting projects to
be formed, overcome challenges and ultimately succeed.

Your tasks would include:
- researching examples from around the world
- contacting the people responsible for supporting materials
- summarizing your findings in text
- adding your examples to the website
- possibly subtitling of our German MOOC and/or project management videos (English)

Location: Steinhöfel (where you are also living)
Time frame: Oct/Nov 2020 – Sept/Oct 2021 
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Project 3: Education on Smart Urban Farming

We're  in  charge  of  the  education  program at  Europe's  largest  urban  greenhouse  farm (stadt-
farm.de). Pre-Corona, schools, kindergartens and even university groups came to visit the farm to
learn about cutting-edge sustainable farming practices – producing food (fish and vegetables) as
close to consumers as possible. Especially children consider the closed-loop ecosystem which the
farm simulates completely "logical and normal" - so the next generation can grow up considering
linear, polluting methods "odd". 

Historically, we have offered tours and different learning opportunities mostly in German – there is
always a German volunteer at site for the work with the younger children. We would now like to
create a smartphone-compatible audioguide through the visitor center of the farm, with a video/3D
version to go online that allows virtual tours through the Internet. Also, we would like to expand our
range of DIY and Upcycling projects.

Spreading the word and reaching many more (young) people to increase awareness of the impact
our food has on the planet is the most important aim of this subproject. 

Tasks for our volunteer include:
 learn  about  the  state  of  the  planet,  sustainable  agriculture  (specifically  as  practised at

StadtFarm) and our personal food footprint
 plan (Email) campaign to reach out to teachers and educators to learn about their needs
 concept and implementation of audio-guide
 design a virtual tour of StadtFarm for internet users

This project is focused on teaching, with hopefully both a face-to-face context over time as well as
more technical elements like the audio-guide, or other methods to be jointly explored. The issue
addressed is the lack of awareness in our society regarding the eco-footprint (food miles and re-
source consumption) of what we eat and how to avoid food waste.

Location: Berlin (living in Steinhöfel – ideally 1 or 2 days per week in the Steinhöfel office)
Time frame: Oct/Nov 2020 – Sept/Oct 2021 (or one month later/earlier)
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